Understanding Power Roles in Play:

We are thrilled to have Dr. Jane Broderick to come to West LA to share her current research on children’s play. Through video, story and conversation, we will be examining how children use socio-dramatic play to explore the complex issues of power.

During this workshop, teachers will learn many strategies to support and deepen our understanding of children’s play. Together we also will determine who really has the power roles and how are these roles are played out again and again. This workshop will change the way we observe and understand the nuance of play and give us a much deeper understanding of the power of dramatic play to inform children's lives.

When: June 20, 2019
Where: Branches Atelier
       11359 W Washington Blvd, 90066
Time: 6:00 pm - 9:00 pm
RSVP on Eventbrite by scanning the QR code below, RSVPS close June 18.
Cost: $45 per person, $35 Student with Current ID verified.
Email christina@branchesatelier.com with Broderick in the subject line.